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elcome to ICIAM '87
come all of you to Paris.
As thi congress opens, I would
like to remind you with sadness of
the ab ence of Professor Henrici,
who was one of the honorary president of this conference and who
pas ed away this year. Professor
Walter will present a eulogy of Profe or Henrici and his work in a few
minutes , but we all know of the immen e influence he has had on the
development of applied mathematic through his books and his work.
A s you know, ICIAM '87 has
been co-organized by:
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GAMM-Gesellschaft fu r Angewandte
Mathematik und Mechanik
titute of Mathematics and its
Applicaoons
IA.\.i- oc1ety fo r Industrial and Applied Mathemaucs
oc1ete de Mathematiques Appltquee et Industnelles

In addition. INRIA (I'Institut Na-

tional de Recherche en Informatiq ue et Automatiq u e) has a lso
taken part in the organization of
this conference.
The preparation of an event of
such importance could not have
been achieved without the efforts
of many people. I would like to
thank all those who participated
and gave us their encouragement.
Monsieur le President de la Republique and Monsieur le Ministre
Delegue Charge de la Recherche et
de l'Enseignement Superieur have
given their patronage to this conference . I thank them deeply for
having done so.
I am happy to thank Professor
Paul Germain, perpetual secretary
of the French Academy of Sciences, who has honored us with his
presence this morning and who will
welcome you in a few minutes on
behalf of the Academy of Sciences.
Continued on page S3
Left to right: Paul Germain, Roger Temam, Jacques-Louis Lions

pplied Mathematics Comes of Age
ping" from the many hotels of Paris
to the mu eu;n , where 1,800 ap-
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plied mathematicians fro m France
and more than 50 other countries
as. em bled to participate in ICIAM
- \Vith 16 tnVJted speakers and
all he mim ympo 1a. contributed
paper e ion . and po ter presentauon . the conference was a histonc tep m confirrrung the great
rength of applied mathematics in
the v;orJd arena and m estabhshing
applied mathematic as a wo rld.,.,;de profe ion.
Thac the conference was overv.
co those who tried to attend e\.el") <.e ion is an understatement, but for tho e who scheduled
:heu ame by attending the first ine re t1n2 e ion they noticed ,
1 bout trymg to make tough decion about competing es ions, the
conference wa enjoyable and re"'ardmg.
For me , a for many others, it

was an occasion for chance reunions with old friends , former students, researchers whose work I
had read , collaborators, and people I correspond with but don't see
very often . It was also an occasion
for meeting new colleagues and for
active in teraction and exchange of
ideas between researchers from different countries.
I got to only a few of the talks
each day because I needed the time
to talk to friends , both old and new.
On the basis of my small sample,
though , the speakers did a good
job and the conference was well orga n ize d , especially the minisymposia.
T he high-tech audiovisual support in the room used for plenary
sessions was su per. I was especially
impressed by the electronic display
of the speak er 's name, which was
large enough that all 1,000 people
in the roo m could see it, and the

video playback projecting t he
speaker and his vu-graphs onto a
giant screen while he was talking.
Even more important, the people
running the meeting were generally
helpful, especially the hostesseseasily identified by their ICIAM
'87 T-shirts-who directed us to
the meeting rooms and sessions.
The sessions relating to linear
and numerical algebra were well attended. My favorite was the one organized by Gene Golub in memory
of Jim Wilkinson. But the contributed paper sessions on parallel algorithms in numerical linear algebra were also good , especially
the one chaired by Dave Young on
the first day. One of the speakers I
particularly remember was Olaf
Widlund of Courant, who described his work on conjugate gradient algorithms and preconditioning schemes. There were also some
talks on domain decomposition

methods; I found the one by Tony
Ch an of UCLA especially interesting.
I was a little disappointed to find
so few sessions on matrix theory
applications t h at were nonnumerical. Coverage of that particular topic is much more extensive
at SIAM meetings. Evidently, most
of our E uropean coun terpar ts in
linear algebra are working on numerical algorithms, whereas we
have both.
I also att e nded t h e minisymposium organized by Iain D uff of
Harwell, where two or three people
from France described their work
on parallel algorithms, and another, organized by Biswa Datta of
Northern Illinois University, that
dealt with numerical linear algebra
techniques in signals, systems, and
controls. Y. Saad of the University
of Illinois presented a paper during
Continued on page S7

Mathematics and Mechanics:

Two Very Close Neighbors

Paul Germain, perpetual secretary recollections. In 1948, h aving com- Prager liken e d the concepts of
of the French A cademy of Sciences, pleted my training in mathematics "pure" and "applied" in mathematdelivered the opening address at the at the Ecole Normale and then a ics to "right" and "left" in politics:
First Interna tional Conference on three-month visit at the National The terms are relative-the same
Industrial and Applied Mathemat- Physical Laboratory, I attended my person may be described as a pure
ics. The fo llowing version of the ad- first International Congress of Me- mathematician by one person and
dress was edited for SIAM News chanics in London. A lunch with as an applied mathematician by anK .O. Friedrichs, whom I met for other.
f rom an English translation.
At that time, applied mathematI am ho nored and pleased to be the first time during the congress,
here this morning to welcome you was an unforgettable episode. This ics departments often included meto th e First Intern ation al Confer- wonderful and very kind mathe- chanics, fluid mechanics , and
en ce o n Indus tria l a nd Appli e d matician was very encouraging to sometimes even applied mechanMathematics. I wo uld like to greet me , then a young scientist, explain- ics. Two of the most well known exyo u, fi rst of all , o n behalf of the ing that his experience at New York amples are the departments at
French A cade my of Scie nces, an Unive rsity with Richard Courant Manchester, headed by Sydney
instituti on th a t a ims to represent and James Stoker had clearly dem- Goldstein , and at Brown Univerthe entire French scie ntific commu- onstrated that it took longer to be- sity, headed by William Prager. It is
ni ty. But since my young colleagues come an applied mathematician-a interesting that the International
have been kind e nough to invite me concept practically unknown at that Congress of Applied Mechanics,
to deliver an opening adress at this time in France- than to become a the institution that later gave rise to
meeti ng, I would prefer to speak to pure mathematician . He also the International Union of Theoyo u this mo rning as o ne of yo ur fo r- po inted out the main differences retical and Applied Mechanics, was
me r colleagues. Indeed , I dare say between the objectives of the two founded a few years after the end
that I co uld call myself a precursor types of scientists and between the of World War I by Theodore van
of the true applied mathe maticians typ es of satisfaction they could Karman and T. Levi-Civita, the former representing theoretical methat you are, beca use J have trie d to hope to de rive from their work .
The second of my recollections chanics and the latter mathematics.
keep the mathe mati cal ideal alive
My third experience was a series
in all my work that is devoted to concerns a talk given by William
of
illuminating discussions with
Prager
in
Nove
mber
1953
at
a
mechan ics.
Walter
Noll a nd a circle of his
meeting
held
at
Columbia
UniverJn lim iting m y re m arks to th at
branch of appli e d ma the m atics, I sity to celebrate the tenth anniver- friends during a I U TAM symhave no inte ntion of neglecting the sa ry of th e creation of applied posium on Cosserat continua held
n u mero us o th e r applica ti o ns o f mathematics departments in Amer- in Freudenstadt in 1967. The topic
mathematics or of diminishing th eir ica n unive rsities or, pe rhaps more was the relation between matheimportance. I simply prefer to ta lk correctly, of the momentum im- matics- or more precisely applied
parted to applied mathematics by mathematics- and mechanics.
abo ut what is fa milia r to me.
Continued on page S2
Let me begi n with three pe rsonal President Roosevelt during the war.
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To umrnarize bnefl the main
conclu ion of tho e d1 cu ions,
one h to di tmgw h two main obecthe when applymg mathemati to mecharn . The first, and the
m t obvious, i to olve problem ,
to f rmulate and prove theorem ,
and to find new propertie of the
lution and new wa to compute
them. at least approXlmately. The
cond to use one· mathematical
m ight to inve t1gate mechanical
p enomena, to build the tight concep • to denve new formulation ,
to loo at the rnecharncal world
from the vi ·point of a mathematician v. ho is trying to d1scover new
a) . ne method , new tatement . Walter . oil empha ized
that in thi re pect, the th eon t m
continuum mechanJcs 1 omewhat
h e a p )Cholog1 t When faced
v.ith engineers. he tne to discover
-bat lie behind their word .
The e three per onal recollecllOn con inced me of the conunuity the pectrum that extend

from pure mathematics to applied
mechanics, and helped me appreciate the variety of talents and motivations of the scientists working in
these disciplines.
It is difficult, however, to describe in everyday language the
psychological and cultural factors
that motivate a scientist. Accordingly, I prefer to remain on safer
ground by choosing a few examples
from my own experience in mechanics to illustrate the potential
benefit of the interaction between
mathematics and a field of application .
During the few months that I
pent at NPL in 1945, I was able to
read and tudy the preprint of the
famou , book Supersonic Flow and
Shock Waves, by Richard Courant
and K.O. Friedrichs. It is remarkable that a topic like nonlinear hyperbolic systems of PDEs, which
date back to the 19th century, was
o completely refreshed and broadened when it was studied in light of
gas dynamics. As far as I know,
many questions remain open, de-

spite the number of papers that
have been written and the deep and
significant results that have been
obtained on this topic.
For a system of conservation
laws, a clear and simple definition
of a discontinuous solution may be
given within the framework of the
theory of Schwartz distributions .
But the uniqueness theorem for the
Cauchy problem requires additional information ; shock solutions
are a subset of all generalized solutions. The answer may be provided
in gas dynamics by the entropy inequality or, in a more abstract context, either by requiring continuity
with respect to the data or by considering the perfect fluid case as a
limit of a slightly dissipative fluid.
The application- in this case gas
dynamics-led to the discovery of
interesting mathematical concepts;
conversely, the mathematical analysis enhanced our understanding of
a physical system. For instance, it is
tempting to think that the entropy
inequality is merely a consequence
of the privileged direction of time:
Knowing the present, one can predict the future , but one cannot return to the past. The entropy statement is a necessary condition that
has to be fulfilled , but it is not a
sufficient condition, as shown by
the study of shock waves in magneto-fluid dynamics: The stability
criterion with respect to perturbations of the data at the initial time
or with the type of dissipative effects schematized by the discontinuity is the convenient requirement for selecting the appropriate
physically meaningful solutions .
T1Ine does not permit me to comment here on the interesting interactions betwe en transonic flows
and PDEs of the mixed type.
My second example concerns
nonuniformly valid asymptotic approximations, singular perturbation theory, and multiple scale expansions. The bound ary layer
concept, introduced by Prandtl in
1904, was immediately recognized

by fluid dynamicists as the breakthrough they had been seeking for
nearly a century to correct the deficiencies of a perfect fluid flow approach. It provided a good description of the effects of viscosity and a
satisfactory way to predict approximate values of the principal characteristics of the flow. A mathematical approach to the field, to my
knowledge , was not undertaken
until nearly 50 years later! Time
does not permit me to describe
here the various concepts and techniques that have been applied in
the efforts to discover the useful
asymptotic expansions and the hierarchy that rules their domain of validity, the matching conditions, and
so on. I will remark only that today
one would probably not have to
wait for decades from the emergence of a new idea and the recognition of its mathematical significance to the development of its
implications and applications in
various other fields.
My third example is so well
known that I will only mention it
briefly here. The fantastic advances
made in functional and numerical
analysis have been applied to a
large number of problems in continuum mechanics . The interactions are so obvious that there is no
need to elaborate on them. It is certain that continuum mechanics,
which emerged during the 1950s,
would not have experienced such
rapid growth without the amazing
efficiency of the mathematical
methods that were so well adapted
to the problems formulated in the
context of theoretical mechanics. I
would venture to say that the variety of the problems arising from
continuum mechanics was probably
a stimulating challenge for applied
mathematicians.
But, as I said earlier, mathematics, when applied in a particular
field- whether mechanics, physics,
biology, or economics-may be extremely helpful in revealing the
mathematical structures of complex

phenomena and consequently in
providing better and deeper understanding of those phenomena. As
my last example, I would like to
mention the crucial role of constitutive equations. It is not certain
that nature obeys simple mathematical schemes. But it is not forbidden to design convenient, simple mathematical schemes for
approaching some real-world
situations. Continuum thermodynamics, a generalization of the
thermodynamics of irreversible
processes introduced by mathematicians into theoretical mechanics, makes possible the development of an extensive theory of the
structures of elastoplastic or viscoplastic materials , including stability, crack motions, bifurcations,
and rupture. More recently, homogenization theories have led to
the development of realistic macroscopic constitutive equations by a
micro-macro analysis that permits
one to capture more of the physics
and to deal, for example, with composites. Homogenization has given
rise to some new and highly efficient mathematical concepts.
With these few examples taken
from my· own experience, I have
tried to show the fantastic and
rapidly expanding domains of applied mathematics. If mathematics
is to be applied, it must be useful.
Thus, applied mathematicians must
be connected in some way with the
applications. They may solve problems; they may also delve deeply
into a particular field, finding new
ways to look at it and, consequently, improving our understanding of it. It is at least my conviction
that mathematicians will find stimulating new challenges and ideas in
this exercise.
I wish you a good First International Conference on Industrial
and Applied Mathematics, good
work, and a good time in Paris. I
hope that this conference will bring
all of you what you are expecting
and that it will not be the last one.

Andrew Majda, invited speaker

ICIAM '87 officials at the opening session

Frank Natterer, invited speaker

D.G. Crighton, invited speaker
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Greetings from the Sponsoring Societies
- To make the problem of engineering amenable to scientific

Wolfgang Walter.
Pr ideot of G MM

pre id nt of GAMM.
Toda . peciali t from many di cipline and all part of the world
Thi de cription. \ hich i taken have gathered her . Your contribufrom a ontemporar VDI our e, tion ha e pro ided a program that
addre e clear! t\ e ential a - i impr i e for it qualit , quanpe L of applied mathematic : ti t , and di r ity. T h e program
When
engage in " ill provide in ight into current
applica ti on,. the are amp! , re- technological development and fuwarded with ne'> idea and deep ture tr nd , and , perhap , in the
pr blem .
mid t of thi wealth of information
In 19 ..0, to further t he e two and kn owledge, we will find time to
g al . VDI fou nded a ne\! jour- contempl a t e their impact o n
nal-Zeit chrifr fiir Angewandre human ociety.
Mathematik
und
Mechanik
With adne , I have to report
(ZAMM). Two ear later the the death of Peter Henrici, who wa
Ge ell chaft fiir Angewandte to have been one of the honorary
Mathematik
und
M ech anik pre idents of thi confe re nce . H e
(GAMM) wa fo unded b VDI and died in Z urich on March 13 of this
the Deut ch e M at h m a tik er- yea r after a nine-month illne .
Vereinigung (OMV). The following
Pe te r H enrici was born in 1923 in
activitie - mentioned, a m ong Ba el, Switzerland; he atte nded
other , in the VDI report for
chool in B a e l and then tudied
1919-20-might give ome idea of law at the Univer ity of Ba el from
the engineering problem of that 1942 to 1944 . After the Second
rime :
World War he tudied e lectrical e ngi neering and mathematics at ETH
- mechanical ibrating y tern a
model for wirele telegraphic ystems in Zurich , receiving diplomas in
(they had no computers, o th ey relied both field and a doctorate in m athon mechanical analogie , i.e ., pecial- e matic .
purpo e analog comput ers) ;
In 1951 , after working at ETH in
-longit udinal vibrat ion of air- applied mathematic and aeroplane;
dynamics, he went to the United

In recent year mathemati ha
attain d ne\! dimen ion . It ha e ·panded into new field of natural
cience and into almo t e ery domain of technolog . I it really true
that we are \! itne ing a hi toric
change in the relation bet\ een
mathemati and it application ,
that mathematic ha become an
e ential part of technological development?
The Indu trial Revolution of the
fir t half of the la t century wa
made po ible b progre in ph - the influence of eigenten ion on
ics and mechanic , but mathemattability experiment ;
ic wa not e ent:ial to it develop- lubrication problem ;
ment , and in the great technical
- the ibration of electrical train loinven tion of the 19th century,
comotive ;
mathematic played only a mar- and the th eory of the lift of afrgi nal role .
plane wing .
In the fir t quarter of thi century, hm ever, a gradual change
In particular, the technical probtook place. After the Fir t World lem encountered in the construcWar, the German engineering oci- tion of airplane could be maste red
ety Verein Deut cher Ingenieure on ly w ith mathem a tic . Ludwig
(VDI) e tabli hed committee for Prandtl , the e minent scie ntist of
technical mechanic and phy ic . aerodynamic , inven ted boundary
Their purpo e wa twofold :
laye r th eory a nd brought ae ro - To make the re ults of ciencific re- dynamic within reach of numerica l
earch acce ible to the engineer.
treatment. Pra ndtl was the first

C. WtlJjam Gear,
President of SIAM
On behalf of SIAM, I would like
fir t to thank o ur ho t and the organizer of thi confe re nce - the
Societe d e Mat he m a tiques Appli quees e t Industrie lle and it pre ide nt , Roger Temam , who chair ed
the teerin g committee; the In titut
National de R ech e rche e n lnforma tique e t e n Automatique , a nd
particularly Mademoi elle There e
Bricheteau, who worked with the
local o rga nizing committee chaired
by Patrick La caux to coordin ate
the local a rra nge m en ts ; a nd the
prog ra m committee, c haired by

Michael Powell,
Fellow of IMA

'

I a m orry th a t the pre ident o f
th In titute of Math mati and it ·
Applicatio n
n the re to ad d re .
you on th i imp rtant occa ion. M

Jim McKenna . Many othe rs- representatives of the four sponsoring
societies, of othe r supporting so cieties, and of assisting o rganizations- deserve credit for what I am
sure is going to be a superb fi rst
international meeting, but I particularly want to recognize the efforts
of Gene Golub , who has done a
much as anyone to encourage international cooperation in a ppli e d
mathematics a nd who played a major role in the conception of this
meeting. Gene, the immediate past
president of SIAM , has been the
driving force behind many ucce sful SIAM ve nture and is to be
particularly congra tulated on the
success of this one.
The mo t important part of any
meetin g is th e participant . For
I CI AM '87 , you have ubmitted a
record number of paper and registered in record number . T he succe of the meeting wi11 be de te rmined by the way we interact and
ha re information durin g the next
five d ays . Le t me thank you for
yo ur participation and we lcome all
of you to Pari .
C. William Gear is a professor of com pwer science at the Univer ity of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign and president of
SI A M .

name i Michae l Pov e ll , and I a m
one of the fe llow of the IMA . lt i
a great p lea ure to peak on behalf
of the in titute at thi opening ceremony. La t year the fM A co ponored a meeting with the ociet
for lndu trial and Applie d M athe m atic , b ut I belie e that thi i the
fir t time it ha co perated in thi
way \ ith the e e ll chaft fiir Angewandte M athe matik und Mecha ni k (GAMM) a nd the
ie te de
Mathe matique, Appliq uee e t lndu trie lle ( MA I). It i d e lightful
to co llaborate with a ll th e e o cie tie . The numbe r f parti ipant
who ha e regi te r e d for 1 IA M
sho'> clear\ the de m a nd f r meeting · th at bring toge the r · tu dent
a nd pra titione r · fro m a" ide range
of mathem a tics , a nd it ' hows a l ·o
the attraction of Pari .

Temam,

continued f rom page S J

tate , where he re mained for 11
ears. He spent i year at UCLA,
fir t a an a ociate profe or and
later a a full profe or of mathemati . [n 1962 he returned to hi
alma mater, ETH in Z urich , where
he remained for the re t of hi life.
He he ld a variety of vi iting profe or hips at H arvard , Stanfo rd ,
and other American univer itie .
From 1985 to hi death , he was
William Rand Ke nan Di tingui hed
Profe or of Mathematic at the
Univer ity of North Carolina in
C hapel Hill.
Pe ter Henrici wa an eminent scienti t and one of the pioneers of
nume rical mathe matics. Hi mathematical opu con i ts of about 80
re earch articles and 11 books. His
fir t book , Discrete Variable Meth-

ods in Ordinary Differential Equations, was publi bed in 1962; it won
international recognition and oon
became a tandard text on the ubject. Much of hi later work is concerned with applied and numerical
complex an alysis. His monumenta l
three-volume treatise, Applied and

Pete r Henrici was SIAM's 1978
John von Neumann lecturer, a nd he
e rved a pre id e nt of GAMM
from 1977 to 1980. He was the editor of Zeitschrift fiir Angewandte
Mathematik und Physik and an asociate editor of no fewer than 12
other journal .
Thi brief summa r y provides
only an incomplete picture of Peter
Henrici the cienti t , of hi energy
and hi immen e diligence. Peter
Henrici the man- hi per onality,
hi warmth and humor and mode ty- will remain in our memories,
as will for some of us his pa ion for
music, the experience of listening
to or playing with an extraordinarily gifted pianist. He is no
longer among u , but hi work is
here to tay.
I want to th ank Profe or Temam
a nd all those wh o have worked
hard and continue to do o to prepare and organize this conference.
I welcome you all and wish you a
ucce sful and rewarding week, and
hope that you will return home
with new in ights and idea .

Computational Complex Analysis,
which appeared between 1974 and
1986, is the highlight of his scientific work .

Wolf gang Walter is a professor of
maihemarics at the University of
Karlsruhe and president of GAMM.

ference po ible. Without trying to
greet each o ne of you individua ll , I
would n erthele like to mention
the pr nee of Profe or Lax , \! h o
i returning fro m Je ru alem, where
he wa awarded the Wolf Prize in
Mathematic .
The idea for thi conference wa
concei e d three year ago, whe n
MAI had ju t been fo und d in
Fran ce. From the b gin ning, our
o iet wi h e d to m ake it e lf
known in the international communit a nd to e tabli h tie with other
working t ov a rd imi lar

I would like to thank the honorary pre ident of I CIAM , who b
agreeing to endor e the conference
le nd the ir own re nown to the endeavor. In addition to the late Profe or H c nrici, the honorary president are Profe or Joe Ke ller, ir
J a m e Lighthill , and Profe . or
Jacque -L oui Lion . I a m
pecia lly h appy, on be h alf of MAl , to
pay tribute to Profe o r Lio n , ' ho
i the author of a ver important
m athem atical oeu re and who h a
pla e d a con iderable role in the
de velopment of applied m athe m atic in France.
evera l gro up participated in
the organizatio n of thi c nfer nee.
I would e peciall like to than k m
colleague from the inte rnational
teerin g committee ; th program
om mittee , c h aired b
Jim
M cKe nna; the organizing committee, cha ired b Patrick La caux; the
e hibitio n committee, ch aired b
Jean Paul Boujot; the public re lation offi e of I RI , dire ted b
Mad e moi e ll Bri h e t eau ; th
gro u p from th e ociet
O IR ;
and the repre e ntati e of G MM,
IMA , IAM. and M l .
I would a l o like to thank the
m a n organization and
ieti
that ub idized thi conferen ; a
Ii t of their na m e i printed in the
o nferen e pr gram .
nami ' and vital n Hur
Fina ll . it i al
ur pre
di
· ipline .
here toda that ha made thi ·

i new, per hap

made
timu-

Ro,'t'r 7h wr 1 l fl"
t{ i.uh 11 llw Uni'
' lie' fbri., , 1 •
nd
pn•sidmt tf . .'.\ l. \I.

mane:
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umerical Solution of Differential Equations
By Robert M.M. Mattbeij

Numerical analysis was amply
represented in the talks presented
at ICIAM '87. Judging from the interest generated by those sessions,
one could easily conclude that numencal analysis is an essential component of applied mathematical
analysis.
Indeed, during the past 30 years,
numerical analysis has become a
strong and influential part of mathematics. It would be difficult to find
a branch of mathematics in which
scientific computing and, thus, numerical analysis do not play a part.
It is interesting that numerical analysis, while persisting through the
years as a tool for other disciplines,
has at the same time developed an
existence of its own. Some of the
questions being asked by numerical
analysts are relevant only for specialists . Such questions, however,
are usually asked not for the sake
of art but rather with the aim of
clanfying deeper phenomena so
that the knowledge might be used

in practical situations (a description
that probably applies to applied
mathematics as a whole).
The two main areas of interest to
numerical analysts are differential
equations and linear algebra (with
many intertwinings). The discrete
nature of computations leads to errors (however small) at each step.
Sequential processing gives rise to
propagation, and sometimes amplification, of these errors. Thus, numerical analysts must consider not
only the quality of the underlying
mathematical model, but also the
behavior of errors in computation.
This complexity is quite well illustrated by the nearly inexhaustible
number of stability concepts available for describing error propagation in discretized differential
equations. Realizing that differential equations are a traditional
stronghold of numerical analysis
(since numerical methods may be
the only way to "solve" practical
problems), it is understandable that
the threesome of application,
mathematical analysis, and numer-

ical methods can be a many-colored set.
This kaleidoscope was well represented at ICIAM '87 in the variety of both subjects and speakers.
There were many talks in the "classical" application areas, such as
fluid dynamics, elasticity, combustion, and semiconductors-subjects that are often treated only at
special conferences. In this respect
the minisymposia served a useful
function , allowing the presentation
of narrow, specialized topics. Several of the sessions and minisymposia on general industrial applications featured interesting results
and posed new and unexpected
questions. Among the more specialized subjects touched upon
were shocks and TVD schemes,
boundary elements, the RitzGalerkin method, quasi-Newton
methods , and Marquardt algorithms, the latter for solving the resulting
systems.
Of course, there were numerous
examples of differential equations
where linear algebra techniques or

Adriaan Van der Burgh and Robert Mattheij selling proceedings from the Dutch
contributors to ICIAM

computer science are more dominant, such as domain decomposition and multigrid methods (the
subject of an invited talk). Another
subject that received considerable
attention was path following and
numerical tools for bifurcation, an
area that has achieved some maturity. A number of interesting talks
focused on adaptive gridding and
on methods for finding appropriate
discretization meshes. Differential
algebraic equations, a relatively
young subject, was highlighted in
some talks and two minisymposia;
despite the significant progress that
has been achieved during the last
few years, higher index problems
remain a challenge , and most
speakers mentioned the variety of
still unanswered questions.
The fact that one had to choose
among 17 parallel sessions meant
that some talks had to be missed.
But the multitude of talks did pro-

vide a rich choice for the attendees.
A minor suggestion would be that
next time (in 1991) it would be advisable to specify in more detail the
subdiscipline of the session . The
terms " numerical methods" and
"numerical analysis" are too general to make much sense-session
subheadings like " operations research, " "ordinary differential
equations," and "partial differential equations" would identify the
sessions more clearly.
On the whole, ICIAM '87 left
the impression that applied mathematics and scientific computing are
prospering and will continue to
play an important role for many
years to come. We certainly should
look forward to the second international conference in 1991.
Robert M .M . Mattheij is an associate
professor at the Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Signal Processing and
Control
By Biswa Nath Datta

signed to foster communication
among linear algebraists, computer
A quick glance at the program scientists and theorists, and practicfor ICIAM '87 reveals immediately ing engineers working in these apthat signal processing and control plication areas. The speakers at
and systems theory featured very these sessions discussed the use of
prominently at the conference. ideas and concepts from linear alMany of the important aspects of gebra and recently developed socurrent active research in these phisticated numerical matrix comareas-including linear and non- putational techniques for the
linear systems theory, adaptive and effective solution of many imporstochastic control, geometric con- tant problems arising and having
trol theory, identification, filtering, applications in signal processing,
image processing, and numerical systems, and control.
aspects of control and systems theBridging the communication gap
ory- were discussed at the meet- between engineers and mathematiing.
cians, who have much in common
Two major invited presentations, but interacted very little until reseven minisymposia, and 16 con- cently, had been a major objective
tributed talks were devoted to of two previous, very successful rethese topics, and several hundred search conferences: the 1984 AMSpeople from all over the world par- IMS-SIAM- sponsored summer reticipated in the sessions .
search conference on linear algebra
Stochastic control theory, which and its role in systems theory and
co mbines ideas from stochastic the SIAM Conference on Linear
processes and the calculus of varia- Algebra in Signals , Systems and
tions, is becoming an increasingly Control held in Boston in 1984,
important research area in its own both chaired by myself. The miniright. An excellent overview of this symposia at ICIAM '87 clearly
theory and its applications to real- helped to strengthen the ties beworld problems , with key ideas tween mathematicians and enfrom Kalman filterin g, system iden- gineers that had been forged at the
tification , and adaptive and dual earlier conferences.
control, was presented by K.J. AsAmong the techniques discussed
trom .
at the minisymposium entitled "InThe importance of the classic variance and Viability for Uncertheory of orthogonal polynomials tain Co ntrol Problems" were
in various areas of signal processing Lyapunov functions , viability, and
research (for example, LPC speech differential calculus of set valued
synthesis, AR modeling, stationary maps, which can be used to answer
stochastic estimation) has been basic questions relating to uncerknown fo r a long time. In an inter- tain systems, such as stabilization .
esting invited presentation , Y. In addition, one minisymposium
Genin showed the reciprocal im- was devoted to applications of oppact that signal processing applica- tim al co ntrol met hods in metetions have had on research in the orology.
theory of orthogonal polynomials.
The talks in the contributed sesThe discussions at two minisym- sion de alt with theory, methods
posia on nonlinear sy tern theory (both algebr aic and numerical),
focused on recent advances in the and applications in many area of
realization and feedback synthesis ignal proce sing , ystems , a nd
of nonlinea r system and the use of control.
concepts and technique from al All in all, ignal processing and
gebra and differential geometry to y te rn and control theory once
at tack a wide variety of problem in again emerged at ICIAM ' 7 a
nonlin ea r sy tern th eo ry. Three very important area of re earch in
mini ymposia on the interdi ciplin- modem mathematic .
ary research invol ing linea r al ge bra (including numerical linear
Bi wa J ath Datta is a professor of
algebra), control and y. terns the- mathemar1ca/ ciences at orthern Illior , and signal proces ing were de- nois U1111'er ity
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from a French Perspective

Having been involved in the local
organization of ICIAM '87, I found
it very difficult to write an article
about the conference for SIAM
News-it is always difficult to have
unbiased opinions about a meeting
you have helped to organize. But I
guess it's my duty as a SIAM member.
Along with our American, German , and English friends, we
worked for more than three years
to make the conference a success,
and suddenly, sooner perhaps than
we expected, it was upon us. SQ.ch
long preparation for a meeting that
lasted only five days! And then we
had mixed feelings-relief that the
meeti ng ran without too many

complications combined with disappointment that it was all over.
But enough nostalgia.
First of all, I think we should be
pleased with the large response to
our calls for participation. About
1,800 people, from 54 countries all
over the world, attended the meeting. Although the largest numbers
of participants were from the countries of the four organizing societies, attendance from other
countries, like Italy, Canada, and
The Netherlands, was substantial.
We Europeans were very happy
with the number of attendees from
North America (350 from the U.S.
and 81 from Canada), which was
much larger than anticipated two
years ago. We have SIAM to thank
for its effective advertising of the
meeting. The French community
was also well represented, with 454
participants from- France. SMAI
contributed not only by advertising
the meeting but also by obtaining
funds to help young French researchers to come to the conference.
The large attendance is an indication that applied mathematics
and computational science are
emerging as a mature branch of science. All of the participants ,
whether they are doing research in
academic institutions or in industrial settings, recognize that they
are doing a specific job and have
the same goal-the application of
mathematical concepts to solve
real-world problems.
Of course, no one can provide a
complete view of such a large meeting, and I imagine that it seemed

very different to people working in
other areas of applied mathematics. It seems, however, that everyone agrees on one point-La Villette was a very good site for such a
large event. Personally, I like the
architecture of the complex very
much, particularly that of the huge
hall in which the science museum is
located. It is unfortunate that the
gardens surrounding the museum
had not been completed, but not
too many of the attendees seemed
to have time to walk around. The
conference center was brand new,
having opened only two months before the opening of ICIAM. The
auditorium was comfortable and
the video equipment good.
The greatest advantage of La Villette was the availability of space
for large meetings and discussion
sessions. Sometimes it was difficult
to get from one session to another-on the way I would meet so
many friends and then get started
talking that suddenly it was too late
to make it to the sessions I wanted
to attend. Fortunately, not everyone talked as much as I did , and
attendance at the sessions was
good.
The scientific content of the conference, from my perspective (linear algebra, supercomputing, and
fluid mechanics), was quite good.
In his welcoming address at the
opening session, Professor Paul
Germain , perpetual secretary of
the French Academy of Sciences,
spoke of the past and, through
some personal reminiscences ,
traced the -emergence of modern
applied mathematics through meParis!

Bermond, who is with the UniDiscrete Math Day at ICIAM versity
of Paris at Orsay, took adBy Richard Ringeisen
Tuesday, June 30, could be called
" discrete mathematics day at
ICIAM ." The day kicked off with a
marvelous talk by Laszlo Lovasz.
My recollections of that talk are undoubtedly influenced by the fact
that it was the first invited lecture I
attended . Going into the room and
seeing the extraordinary audiovisual facilities, complete with simultaneous telecast on a large overhead screen, was impressive.
Apart fro m th e ph ysical surroundings, th e lecture itself was
particularly interesting because it
seemed to be going back to an old
idea-the use of geometry to solve
interesting real-world problems.
Lovasz talked about the geometry
of Lattices and how it can be used in
algorithm development. It was refreshing to see a group of mathematicians with a wide range of interests, all obviously intrigued by
such an idea.
The other key events of that day
were the two minisymposia th at
were actually sponso re d by the
SIAM activity group on discrete
mathematics (altho ugh the program contained no notation to that
effect). For the SIAG, I had been
organmng a minisymposi um o n
discrete mathematics and communications networks. Wh en I discovered that Lowell Beineke of Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne was
working on a simila r min isympo11ium , we began wo rk in g togeth r. The mmisymposium held in
the morning, called " R eliability
and Vulnerability in Networks,"
wa
by Lowell.
I
pleased by the attendance;
tht room was by no means fill ed ,
but there were a goodly number of
pe<,ple there, and nearly every talk
was to flowed by some discussion .
'J h kkk oft talk, given by Ray Pipalso from fort Wayne, was
part1cularly noteworthy. Pip pert
nd liome of his coll eag ues a re
W<Hking undtr an Office of Naval
R s a1th contract , and one of th eir
tutti pro1
1s a 111uvey of the work
b1·rng dont: on graph theoretic pa' 111 tt:rli that 1tlate to vu lnerability
of 11 tworks. H is talk included a

long list of research activities from
around the world and was very informative.
One of the most striking aspects
of this minisymposium, and also of
the one held in the afternoon, was
its truly international flavor. At the
morning session a participant from
Spain was joined by people from
the U .S. and Japan. Each of the
participants talked about vulnerability of networks, sometimes
from very different perspectives,
and each of the talks was interesting in its own right. That of J.L.A.
Yebra from Spain concerned the
development of multiprocessor networks in which the diameter of the
graph will not increase if you destroy a linkage between two vertices.
Doug Shier from Clemson , using
some really marvelous probability
arguments , talked about how to
avoid looking at all the possible
states of a system when calculating
reliability. He had developed a
me thod for identifying the most
probable states of the system and
then looking very quickly at only
those states. There was a great deal
of audience interest. Another especially interesting speaker was M .
Imase from Japan. He described
his work in fixing certain predescribed routings in networks and
then determining how easily they
can tolerate fault. In the last talk of
the minisymposium, Ralph Tindell
fro m Steven's Institute in New
Jersey summarized some of the
graph theoretical aspects involved
in the study of the reliability of a
network.
I came away from that morning
session with a new awareness of the
number and th e wide variety of
peo pl e working in the discrete
math network/vulnerability area. A
group of us went to lunch together,
and J e an -Claude Bermond , who
was to be a speaker in the afternoon session , took care of ordering
for eve ryone . It occurred to me
that one of the extremely important
things about a conference of this
type is just such a gathering- people from diffe rent countries and
various mathematical backgrounds
talking mathematics at a cafe in

chanics.
The invited lectures reflected the
broad range of topics in the conference program , illustrating the
many different aspects of applied
mathematics. Of particular interest
to me were the lectures of John
Hopcroft on robotics, which will
probably be one of the most important areas in the near future; Uszlo
Lovasz on lattices and algorithms:
F. Natterer on the applications of
mathematics to tomography; M.
Atiyah, who, speaking as a pure
mathematician , highlighted the
role of topology in solving nonlinear PDEs; P.G . Ciarlet , who
spoke of the influence of small parameters in solid mechanic ; and
Peter D . Lax, who gave a refreshing talk on the relations between
mathematics and computation.
With 69 rninisympo ia, the conference probably established an alltime record. It would be impo ible
to give an account of aJJ the minisymposia, but, in general, there did
not seem to be much discussion at
these small meetings. For future
conferences, it might be wise for
the organizers to introduce a bit of
controversy through their choice of
speakers.
Of particular interest to me was
the minisytnposium dedicated to
the memory of Jim Wilkinson. He
was one of the greatest contributors
to numerical linear algebra, and,
more importantly, he was a great
human being. One of the great
strengths of applied mathematics is
the inclusion among its practitioners of such excellent and dedicated scientists.
In defense of the many contributed papers and posters, it is not
easy to deliver a message in only 15
minutes. These talks did serve the
purpose of stimulating further dis-

cussion among attendee after the
sessions.
In summary. we should con ider
ourselve lucky that the conference
wa held during one of the two
sunny weeks of the entire pring
and early um.mer in Europe. More
seriou Jy, w felt that \\ were t ing part in a ver import nt and
probably hi tone event (even Le
Figaro reported on the conference). I thin we bould 11 be
grateful to Gen G lub f r h vm
thought of uch a meeung
me
years ago.
Applied mathemati and c m·
putational science are gro ·ng I
over the
nd the pe pie h
are active in the e re· feel m re
and more that the are all
rt f
the ame commurut Perh
th
best outcome if thi fi t ICI , f
will be the estabh hm nt f n
P"'
plied mathemati oo ti
countri . The e new
ell
II
be active partiopants in the org nization of future meetm
Perh
an international org ruzatJ n of P"'
plied mathematician wdl cmcr e
from the e meetm in the nc r fu ture.
SMAl was proud to crvc
th
ho t ociety for thi c nference ,
and we look forward to playmg n
active role in the next o ne, to be
held four year fro m DO\\ ID th e
United State . We will h ve to
work hard to make the ne t meeting even better than ICJ M · 7
and to trengthen the cooper tion
between applied mathcmatici n
and computational cicnti t
II
over the world.
Finally, to quote from Peter La.-<
lecture : " What Gau could have
done if he had had a work tattoo I"
Meurant is a member of the
staff of the applied mathematics depart·
ment at the Centn d' Erudo de Limeii
and secretary of SMAI.

posed elsewhere, but this group spilling over into Bermond's meetseems to be making real progress.
ing in Orsay the next co uple o f
J.J. Quisquater from Philip's Re- days , ICIAM did its share to fursearch Laboratory in Brussels ther applied discrete mathematics
spoke about a totally different as- on a world scale.
pect of networks, looking at seFrom a more persona\ pomt of
crecy in searches, a sort of cryptog- view, I think nearly everyone had
raphy with a network slant. His great fun . Jim McKenna and hj ortalk was very different from the ganizing committee should be comtalks on the structural properties of mended. There was of course much
graphs that Bermond, Pippert, and talk about how terribly expensive
I gave-he was concerned with se- everything was . And then there
crecy for message transmission in was our room- my family and I
large graphs.
had requested a room in a dorIt was an effective blend of top- mitory. That affair can be summed
ics. Tuesday's sessions brought to- up by explaining the trouble we had
gether people who might never in finding it-we walked right p t
have met to talk about their com- it, thinking it was an abandoned
mon interests without such a con- hotel! Oh well , nothing i perfect .
ference and without such a day de- See you at the next ICIAM.
voted to discrete mathematics.
Richard Ringti.ren i.r a pro/tnor of
Leading off with Lovasz, followed
by the two minisymposia, and then mathematia at Clem.son Unwa sity.
mwm-..--

vantage of the presence of so many
discrete mathematicians by holding
a meeting out at his university. Several of us went out on Wednesday
and/or Thursday and met some of
the researchers and graduate students in that very active research
group. It was a delightful and mathematically rewarding excursion.
The afternoon minisymposium,
called "Graphs as Communication
Models," was the one that I had
organized. Again, we were all quite
pleased with the attendance and
the type of interaction that went on
during the session. (Our rninisymposia were probably not as well attended as the ones in such areas as
"fluid flows" and other more classical areas of applied mathematicsevidence, I'm afraid , that we discrete types are not quite in the
mainstream applied math community yet, but we're gaining on it!
The program of the upcoming Denver meeting contains ample evidence of the latter.)
This minisymposium was held in
the same room as the earlier one,
and having been involved with conference organizing in the past, I
was very impressed with the facilities. They were some of the best we
have ever had.
The four talks- counting mine,
the first one- were more varied
than those in the first minisymposium. The presentations concerned the variety of ways in which
graphs interact with communication models . Except for Andre Reception at ICIAM '87
Proskurowski from the University
of Oregon, who talked about minimum time broadcasting in networks, most of the speakers focused on the structure of networks.
A talk that particularly appealed
to me was given by Jean-Claude
Bermond, who, in fact, was replacing a colleagu e who bad been
scheduled to give the talk. He presented the work being done by him
and his colleagues to construct
graphs with certain network valuable properties; in particular, they
are trying to make dense networks,
while at the same time specifying
the diameter and the degrees of the
nodes. They are looking ahead to
building such families , with each
fami ly a subset of the next. A construction of this type bas been pro-

putational Fluid Dynamics
and erospace Engineering
The . ear 19 7 and the city of
Pans seem to have been good for
applied and indu trial mathematic Four ;na1or organizationsGA. LL I fA. SIAM, and
\tAl-played a decisive role in
making po ible the First Intemati nal Conference on Industrial
and Applied Mathematics in the
French capital. The conference not
onl) :a an impre sive success,
:ith alm t 2.000 participants from
all over the world, but also generated a genuine momentum for repre ntatives of applied mathematic on the European side. As a
con equence of thi outstanding
event, imilar organizations will
n e.'tist in Europe, particularly
m Italy and The etherlands , as

well as in other regions, such as
Japan and South America.
With the advent of supercomputer centers in the U .S., in Japan ,
and more recently in Europe, computing facilities are now available
to scientists and engineers for the
large-scale numerical simulation of
three-dimensional flows in aerospace engineering. Such simulations are not only complementary
to, but also competitive with, traditional experimental measurement
techniques.
The importance of numerical
analysis was amply demonstrated at
ICIAM. Speakers discussed the numerical solution of the nonlinear
partial differential equations that
occur in very large internal and external three-dimensional flow computations involving turbomachinery, aerodynamics, and aerospace
applications.

Many sessions-invited lectures,
minisymposia, and contributed papers-were devoted to the increasing importance of supercomputing.
As mentioned by one of the invited
speakers, P. Perrier, head of aerodynamics at Avions Marcel
Dassault/Breguet Aviation , very
stiff configurations of space shuttles
occur during the reentry phase at
high Mach numbers and high angles of attack. These conditions necessitate very complicated models
of reacting flows, involving the Euler, the Navier-Stokes , and the
Boltzmann equations, for example,
all of them with real gas effects including nonequilibrium chemistry.
Powerful computing facilities will
be required to find the numerical
solution of the coupled system of
equations, which will lead to better
aerodynamic and aerothermic design, especially when hot wind tunnel experiments are not available or
are inadequate to provide the necessary data.
A number of minisymposia dealt
with accurate Euler/Navier-Stokes
solutions using sophisticated
Riemann solvers with fully implicit,
semi-implicit (ADI and splittingoperator techniques with time discretization), or explicit schemes accelerated by multigrid techniques.
Specific calculations were presented of inviscid and viscous flows
around three-dimensional blades
in turbomachinery, missiles, and
rockets, fully three-dimensional
civil and military aircraft with separated subsonic regions in the transonic and supersonic regimes, and
space vehicles operating at high
Mach numbers.
Other topics of major interest in
aerospace engineering, including
turbulent viscous flows and combustion problems, were considered
by experts in these fields, with spe-

Lett to right: Angelina Glowinski, Gerard Meurant, Jacques Periaux, and Chantelle
Periaux

cific emphasis on promising methods based on gas lattices or cellular
automata theory. Encouraging numerical results paved the way for
the solution of complicated top-priority problems of industrial interest
on supercomputers or at distributed sites, with the ultimate
goal of promoting the development
of new technologies for advanced
engineering.
The use of supercomputers requires the formulation of new algorithms to take advantage of new architectures. W. Hackbusch emphasized this topic in his lecture on
multigrids and other related multilevel analogs. In several minisymposia , domain decomposition
methods and associated preconditioned algorithms with parallel features were extensively developed.
Acceleration of convergence
using the above methodologies
with finite difference, finite element, or finite volume approximations was also considered in the
context of structured/nonstructured
mesh generation and regeneration.
Improvement of the accuracy of
the solution was very often obtained locally, only where the main
features of the fl.ow-shocks, stagnation points or lines, boundary
layers, and wakes-occur, by local

self-adaptation of the mesh based
on physical criteria or a posteriori
estimates and enrichment or moving nodes techniques.
It is clear from the above considerations that the very complicated
problems arising in aerospace applications have not been well modeled or solved numerically at the
present time, despite the increasing
availability of supercomputer facilities. Solution of such problems will
require cooperation of the scientific
community on an international
scale.
It is our hope that scientific and
industrial interactions arising from
the first ICIAM, and forthcoming
ones in the same spirit, will contribute to better understanding and
provide more accurate and efficient
numerical tools for the difficult
problems encountered in aerospace
engineering, for example, the hightech design of space vehicles like
Hermes in Europe and the Orbiter
in the U.S.

Roland Glowinski is a professor of
mathematics at the University of Paris
and the University of Houston , and
Jacques Periaux is a senior aeronauncal
engineer at Avions Marcel Dassault/Briguet Aviation, Saint Cloud, France

Vortex Flows:

A Challenging Problem in Fluid Dynamics
By Egon Krause

Fluid flow problems-as evidenced by their appearance in two
of the 16 invited lectures, 12 of the
69 minisymposia, 20 of the 151 contributed papers, and 10 of the 133
posters at ICIAM '87-continue to
interest mathematicians . Among
the topics considered in this area
was the classic problem of flows
containing vortices. This problem
has been revitalized by the advent
of supercomputers, as demonstrated by A. Majda of Princeton
University in the first invited lecture of the conference.
Majda showed that the motion of
vortices in incompressible two-dimensional inviscid flows can be described with numerical solutions of
the classic equations of motion for
vortex centers. In his presentation,
Majda explained the theoretical
backgro und of the new solution
techniques and presented several
• examples of flow calculations. He
persuasively demonstrated the necessity for an interplay between
analytic and numerical studies on

the one hand , and the use of supercomputers on the other.
The full complexity of three-dimensional vortical flows about
aerodynamic shapes was discussed
in a minisymposium organized by
Lu Ting of the Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, New York
University. In four papers, the current status of analytic and nume rical solutions for three-dimensional
vortical flows was described in detail.
H. W.M. Hoeijmakers of The
National Aerospace Laboratory,
The Netherlands , described work
being done at that laboratory on
flows about delta wings and on the
vortex roll-up in the wake of transport aircraft. C.H. Liu of NASA
Langley Research Center described
theoretical and numerical studies
of three-dimensional viscou vortical flows . A . Rizzi of the Aeronautical Research Institute and the
Royal Institute of Technology, Swede n, proposed a mode l for the
structure of leading-edge vortices
on delta wings. In the last of the
four presentations , D.E. Bliss of

Duke Univer ity and C. Tung of
the NASA Ames Re earch Center
analyzed the complex vortex motion generated by the blade of
hovering rotorcraft.
At the conclusion of the minisymposium the consensu wa that
complex three-dimen ional vortical
flows can now be analyzed with the
aid of supercomputers, but the necessity of coupling analytic with numerical investigations was also emphasized.
Egon Krause is director of the Aerodynamisches lnstitut, Rheinisch-Westfiilischen Technischen H ochschule
Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany.

At its meeting in Paris on July 2,
1987, the ICIAM '87 Steering Committee decided that the next international conference on industrial and
applied mathematics should take
place on the East Coast of the
United States in July 1991 and accepted SIAM's offer to host the conference . Details about the conference will be announced in SIAM
News as they become available.
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Coming of Age,
continued from page SJ

that session on eigenvalue computations and the application ?f
parallel algorithms to problems m
control , and Bernard
of
INRIA spoke about orthogonalization and parallelism . Both of these
sessions were interesting and informative.
Because of my company's current
program to upgrade its supercomputing center, I attended one of
minisymposia on
especially to hear a talk by Pierre
Herchuelz, who spoke about supercomputing at the Ecole
nique 's Centre de Calcul Vectonel
pour la Recherche in Palaiseau.
The center had been created in
1983 by a consortium of companies
that needed access to a supercomputer and research support in scientific computing.
.
The first machine to be acquued
by the center was a Cray IA. It
replaced in 1986 by a Cray 2, which
became operational in February
1987. As I recollect , the latter has
12 front ends-four local and eight
remote. The transmission speeds of
these front ends vary from 48 kilobits to 1 megabit per second. The
1987 budget for the center is $13
million.
Herchuelz talked about the applications, the operating system,
and the hardware operations. Because the memory has a capacity of
256 megawords, it can accommodate very large problems without
swapping in and out of core, enabling researchers to handle lar_ge
three-dimensional problems qmte
efficiently. It has turned out to be
very useful for
in large
finite element analysIS.
One of the problems we have
been struggling with in our company is the matter of whether _we
should stay with the Cray operatmg
system or go to the UNIX-based
operating system called
COSE. The conclusion we bad JUSt
reached-that UNICOSE was not
yet ready as a robust operating system- was squarely confirmed b_Y
the CCVR's first half-year expenence with the Cray 2.
Although the center bas encountered many drawbacks in the operating system and also has some
concerns about slow memory, on
balance Hercbuelz feels the system
is " un grand instrument pour recherche." I was impressed by what
he had to say and also by the wide
variety of computational pro?lems
the center is accommodatmgsolid-state physics, molecular dynamics, hydrodynamics,
physics, climatology,
biology, fluid mecharucs , plas.ma
physics, turbulence and dy.nam1cal
systems, high-energy physics, and
aerodynamics.
I attended two other mm1symposia, one on applied stoc_h astic
processes and the other on
tion and nonlinear phenomena m
interfacial processes.
reaction rates, the effects of n01se on
mechanical and electrical systems,
the penetration of
by laser
beams, and the evaluation of computer
were am.ong the
interesting and diverse topics considered in the first one. The mathematical problems involved random
walk , Markov jump processes,
large deviations, and first passage

problems. The methods used included singular perturbations ,
asymptotic expansions, boundary
layers, and numerical simulation.
The rninisymposium on bifurcation focused on the modeling of
solid and gaseous fuel combustion
phenomena, where the structure
and evolution of moving fronts
must be determined as part of the
solution to the problems . The
methods used to solve the problems in these areas also involved
asymptotic and singular perturbations , bifurcation and stability, and
numerical simulation.
It was interesting to me that although the speakers at these
rninisymposia were concerned with
very different physical
combustion and interfacial phenomena-the problems and the
methodologies used to solve them
were mathematically similar-not
the same, but similar. In addition to
demonstrating how knowledge
gained in one area can be
ferred to another, these symposia
were also a good illustration of the
ubiquitous nature of mathematics.
The sessions at ICIAM '87 reflected the extent to which applied
mathematics has been influenced
by high-performance, large-scale
computing. This phenomen?n
illustrated by many of the mVIted
presentations. Peter Lax of
Courant for example, described
'
. .
.
how mathemat1c1ans are using
computers to do research in mathematics, rather than just for number
crunching. The same idea
in the talk by Andy Ma1da of
Princeton, who demonstrated how
the availability of computing has
stimulated deep and beautiful research in such fields as computational fluid dynamics .
W. Hackbusch of Christian Albrechts University, speaking about
multigrid methods and
ta tion for practical apphcattons ,
uch as solving the discretizations
of partial differential equat_ions as
they appear in aero?ynam1cs. and
continuum mechanics , provided
yet another good example of the
stimulation being provided by the
large-scale computers.
The remaining invited presentations, some of which also reflected
the impact of computers on mathematical analysis, were:
-W. Alt, Universitat Bonn , on modeling mobility in biological systems ,
with particular attention to the
tion of locomotion data, the denvat1on
of the applicable equations, and their
numerical simulation.
- K.J. A strom , Lund Institute of
Technology, on the theory of stochastic
control with applications to
problems taking into account the disturbance; and model uncertainties that
occur in feedback control.
-Michael Atiyah , Oxford University, on the role of
in the
ory of nonlinear
equations
with applications in applied mathematics and physics.
- R. Azencott , Universite Paris-Sud,
on the use of new stochastic algorithms
for estimation blended with annealing
methods to restore blurred images obtained by nuclear magnetic resonance
with low-energy magnetic fields .
- Philippe G . Ciarlet, Universite
Pierre et Marie Curie, on the mathematical modeling and numerical analysis of problems in solid mechanics, e .g.,
plates, rods, and honeycomb structures,
that ar e made "delicate " by o ne or
more small parameters.

- D .G. Crighton , Cambridge University, on mathematical
to
solving the problems of noise gener_ation by jet- and propeller-powered a.ucraft.
-Carl de Boor, University of Wisconsin, on using the concepts
that have contributed to un1vanate
spline theory to find a definition
a
multivariate spline that could have significant impact in geometric modeling.
-Y. Genin, Philips Research Laboratory, on a duality relation
families of orthogonal polynonuals on
the unit circle and the real interval ( 1), and its
m
developing fast numerical algonthms
for signal processing.
-John Hopcroft, Cornell
on "model-driven simulation ,'_' which
will facilitate work cell layout m manufacturing in that a design will be modeled before it is committed to hardware.
-Laszlo Lovasz , Eotvos Lorand
University, on lattices and
that may become
to
teger programming and combmatonal
optimization.
-F. Natterer, Westfalische Willems
University, on the early history of tomography and the joint impact of
ematics and computers on progress m
the field.
- P. Perrier, Avions Marcel Dassault}
Breguet Aviation , on num_e rical flow
simulation in the aerospace mdustry.
- M.J.D . Powell, Cambridge University, on algorithms
tions and unconstramed optumzauon .

As the 747 ascended from
Charles de Gaulle airport to 37 ,000
feet and made its way across the
English channel , I thought about
the many aspects of ICIAM '87 that
impressed me.
First of all , the conference demonstrated both the large size
the cohesiveness of the applied
mathematics community in the
western world . A glance at the rninisymposia provided conclusive
dence of the latter- the part1c1pants in at least half of the
minisymposia were
two or
three different countnes. The people in this
are very
much in contact with each other,
working together across national
boundaries.
Another striking feature brought
out by the conference was the similarity of the goals of the
mathematicians throughout this
community. The interests of the. industrial and the more theoretical
applied mathematicians di.ffere?
very little, and there was shght, if
any, differentiation on grounds of
nationality. Most of the conference
participants showed an openness
and an eagerness to talk to
other about their work. Most impressive was the high
of the
work being done by this very large
international community.
This is an exciting time for applied mathematics throughout the
western world , and it may be that
the boundaries extend even farther,
because there were people at
ICIAM '87 from Asia and South
America, all doing interesting and
exciting work .
. .
Applied mathematics
exploding , taking off in all directions.
Many of the topics discussed at
ICIAM would not have appeared
two or three decades ago . It is all
very exciting . . . and it sho"":'s
maturity applied mathematics 1s
achieving as a field of endeavor. I EB.
Thanks are due to Paul Davis,
Jo seph E. Flah erty, Randall J.
LeVeque, B ernard Matko":sky,
James McKenna, Robert E. 0 Malley, Jr. , Robert J. Plemmons, WJ.
Schaffers, and
I. Schryer
for their help in obtazmng the material for this article.

Inside la Cite des Sciences et de l'lndustrie

Au revoir, au f wi edersehen, farewell . ..

On Being Program Chair
By James McKenna

submissions, it was clear that we
needed many more breakout
rooms for rninisymposia and contributed papers. We reported the
problem to Therese
who , after much negotiatmg, was
successful in obtaining a total of 17
breakout rooms. Finally, we were
able to schedule 69 of the proposed
rninisymposia and all of the contributed papers.
The major part of scheduling the
invited speakers and the minisyrnposia was done in the United States
by Coughran, Grosse , Roberts,
and me. However, the large task of
scheduling the contributed pap.ers
was done in Paris by Patnck
Lascaux, chair of the local organizing committee, and his
I want to acknowledge the maJor
contributions of Trini Flores of the
SIAM office and especially of
Therese Bricheteau of INRIA in
France. Between them , they controlled the huge influx of rninisyrnposi a and contributed paper abstracts. I spent long hours on the
phone with each of them. They
were unfailingly competent, helpful and friendly. Mademoiselle
of course, had major
responsibilities for the general logistics of the meeting. I should also
add that Ed Block and Gene Golub
were consulted on many occasions.
Setting up the program
out to be a very time-consummg
job for me. But the rewards wer.e
great. It was
to be
ated with such an important international meeting. Even more rewarding was working with the
large, international group of talented people who put on the meeting.

It was my privilege to be chair of
the program committee for ICIA.M
'87. Although I had had substantial
experience planning SIAM programs, I soon encountered many
considerations that had never surfaced in the planning for SIAM
meetings.
To ensure adequate representation for the four sponsoring societies, members of each society
were appointed to the program
committee. (See page SS for the
names of committee members.)
It was agreed from the beginning
that three speakers would be
chosen from each society, with an
additional three or four speakers
chosen at large. Each member of
the committee was asked to propose a list of speakers. From the
union of these lists, after a good
deal of consulting with colleagues
not on the committee, I proposed a
list of speakers to the committee.
After only one major iteration, we
agreed on a list of 16 speakers. .
Although the list had to be modified a little when several of those
invited were unable to accept , most
of the invited speakers were chosen
quickly and harmoniously by the
committee. This was my first experience working with an international committee, and I was delighted at how smoothly the
members were able to work together.
. .
.
By now the call for rrumsymposia
and contributed papers had been
mailed , and we. began to
. get an indication of the rnterest m the meeting. Originally, we .had estimated
that we would receive 20-25 proposals for rninisymposia . In.
beJames Mc Kenna is head of the Matheginning, we actually comffilss1oned
matics
of Communicarion & Computer
several to ensure we would have
Systems
Department, AT&T Bell Laboenough. It soon became clear, ho"":'ratories,
Mu"ay Hill.
ever that we had grossly underesttBefore the deadline for
submissions had passed , we received more than 90 proposals for
minisymposia and more than 1,100
contributed papers.
Along with my colleagues Fred
Roberts of Rutgers University and
Bill Coughran and Eric Grosse of
AT&T Bell Laboratories , I reviewed the minisymposium proposals . They were of very high
quality and covered a_broad range
of applied mathematics. It was a
pleasant surprise that a large percentage of them were international
in character. Few of the proposals
involved speakers from only one
country; many involved .speakers
from three or four countnes.
Considering the total number of
Poster presentation

Entrance to the museum
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arewell Address
ICIA.\1 · 7 1 coming to an end.
Let us take a few minute to reflect
on the ICIAM endeavor-past ,
present, and future .
The enormou expan ion of apphed mathematic and it pivotal
role in technological innovation
were the factor that led people
from all over the world to de ire
that tho e workmg in the e diverse
fields could come together ; by repomng on the1r own work and exchangmg ideas, they would obtain
an overall picture of the current
tate. trends, and line of development m applied mathematics.
Thu . a world conference on indu tnal and applied mathematics
was em'l 10ned at about the ame
time m man:i- different countries.
About three year ago thi vi ion
began to take hape. Four large soetene collaborated and decided to
hold the first uch conference in
Pan m 19
All first have the1r pecial difficulue . a the German proverb
\: . Aller Anfang zst schwer. The
French and the American ocieties
certaml)' had the greate t hare of
the v.or And there were second
though . Would we ucceed m attractmg the approxunately 00 parnetpant con idered nece ary to
meet expen e and make the conference a ucce ? The response
has
all forecast and expectation In the end. clo e to
1. 0
c1ent1 t from about 50
countne ha\e as embled here.
An enormou program had to be
cheduled to fit mto one week .
There v.ere 16 1m1ted lecture by
renov.ned cienu t Some of u
participated m mini ymposia for
the fir t nme and found the format
effecme The heer number of
m1m mpo 1a ( 69) cau ed the orgaruzef'\ some headaches And then
there v.ere th<. near!} 1.000 contn
papers and poster pre entanon .
The conference i not yet over.
\\ha v.:e ha"e een and heard,

learned and experienced during
this week has been more than anyone expected even half a year ago.
We have received deep insights into
the state of the art. It has become
manifest where we stand and what
the problems are.
This is the time to say a few
words of thanks . The preparation
and execution of a conference of
this size place an enormous burden
on the organizers. I am following
the organizational structure in citing the following names:
-Dr. McKenna , chairman of the
program committee , which was responsible for the scientific program of the
conference;
-Professor Temam, chairman of the
steering committee , which made the organizational decisions, both small and
large;
-Professor Lascaux, chairman of the
local organizing committee, and Dr.
I.E . Block, managing director of
SIAM, the effects of whose work are
highly visible here;
-and, last but not least ,
Mademoiselle Bricheteau of INRIA ,
who was responsible for coordination
and organization, terms that convey
only a feeble idea of the caring for details. overcoming difficulties, and sheer
hard work that Mademoiselle
Bricheteau put into the conference (Der
Teufel suzt im Detail, to quote another
German proverb).

from several countries met yesterday with members of the ICIAM
'87 steering committee and agreed
that applied mathematics would be
well served by future meetings of
this type. Consequently, we agreed
on a schedule for future meetings.
As a mathematician who never
puts in words what can be put in
mathematics , I am happy to announce that the Nth meeting will
be held in the year
1987 + 4(N - 1).
(This represents the influence of
Fortran addressing!) Our intent is
to alternate between the two sides
of the Atlantic for the first few
meetings , so, on behalf of SIAM, I
am pleased to invite you to the Second International Conference on
Industrial and Applied Mathematics, to be held on the Eastern Seaboard of North America in 1991probably in Boston and probably
the week of July 15.

Our plans go beyond 1991. We
envision world conferences on applied and industrial mathematics in
a four-year cycle, similar to other
cycles. One cannot plan eight years
ahead in this rapidly changing
world. But it is likely that the third
ICIAM will be held somewhere in
Europe. Mathematicians have an
o bligation to make the role of
mathematics and its impact on society visible. ICIAM '87 and its successors will contribute much to
meeting this obligati on .
On behalf of the I C IAM '87
sponsoring societies and the affiliated societies, I want to thank all of
you for helping to make this conference a major milestone in the advancement of applied mathematics.
I now introduce the fo reign students from SCOIR who served as
hostesses during ICIAM '87. They
will say goodbye to you in the languages of the countries represented
here.

In mentioning these names , we
should also recognize all those who
gave of their time, energy, and expert1 e to carry out the variety of
duties necessary for the success of
the conference. I ask you to applaud their efforts.
Now a few words about the future. There were strong feelings
from the beginning that this conference should be the first of a series.
This feeling was shared by many
participants. The good news about
At this point the approximately 50 fo rthe future will be given to you by eign students, wearing IC/AM '87 TSIAM President C. W. Gear:
shirts, walked to the stage and, one at a
I would Wee to thank the organizers for this excellent meeting and
all of you for attending and making
It a resounding success The representauves of apphed mathematics

time, said "goodbye" in their native languages. The final sessions of the conference then began.

ICIAM '87 Committees
-Ettore Infante, University of Minnesota
-Egon Krause, Technische Hochschule Aachen
-Patrick Lascaux , Centred' Etudes de
Limeil
- Helmut Neunzert, Universitat Kaiserslautern
-Jacques Periaux, Avion s Marcel
Dassault/ Breguet Aviation
-C. Richard , Institute of Mathematics
Program Committee
- James McKenna , AT&T Bell Labo- and Its Applications
- J. Stoer, Universitat Wurzburg
ratories
-J. M. Varah , University of British
-Alain Bensoussan, INR1A
-R . F. Churchhouse, University of Columbia
Cardiff
-Albert M. Erisman , Boeing Com- Local Organizing Committee
-Patrick Lascaux , Centred' Etudes de
puter Services Company
-K. P. Hadeler, Universitat Tubingen Limeil
-J.C. R . Hunt , Cambridge University - 1. Edward Block, Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
-M. Metivier, Ecole Polytechnique
- R . Rannacher, Universitat des - J. P. Boujot, Info rmatique InternaSaarlandes
tionale
-H. J. Stetter, Technische Universitat -T. Bricheteau , INRIA
Wien
-S. Gosset, INRIA
- Roger Temam, Universite Paris-Sud -C. Jouron, Universite Paris-Sud
-Robert Voigt , ! CASE , National -Gerard Meurant, Centre d' Etudes
Aeronautics and Space Administration de Limeil
- M. F. Neumann, INRIA
-Jacques Periaux , Avio ns Ma rcel
Steering Committee
- Roger Temam , Universite Paris-Sud Dassault/ Breguet Aviation
- Fram;oise Chatelin , IBM Corpora- -F. Thomasset, INRIA
tion
-N. Clarke , Institute of Mathematics Coordination-Organization
and Its Applications
-T. Bricheteau, INRIA
-Gene H. Golub, Stanford University

Honorary Presidents

-The late Professor Peter Henrici ,
Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule
-Sir James Lighthill, Cambridge University
-Professor Joseph B. Keller, Stanford
University
-Professor Jacques-Louis Lions, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales

